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Type: IL2 into the search bar circled below and click the GO button. 



Select the Ensembl gene ENSG00000109471. 



In the left hand navigation column click on Supporting evidence to show 

biological sequence records that have been used for the annotation.  



Now we would like to view the genomic sequence. Click Sequence at the left. 



Exons are highlighted within the genomic sequence. Variations for this 

sequence can be added. Click on Configure this page. 



Display  

variations 

In this example we display variations and show line numbers. Last click  

Save and Close.   

Turn on line 

numbering 





Now let’s click on Gene Tree which will display the current gene in the context of 

a phylogenetic tree of orthologues and paralogues genes. 

To view a fully expanded tree click here! 



Now lets take another look at genetic variation. Click Variation Image. 



Variations 

Variations 

Click at the only non-synonymous coding 

SNP and then Variation properties  
to learn more about it.  



Variation of interest 

Next let’s focus on one transcript. Select the transcript from the header section by 

clicking on the Transcript tab for IL2 marked with a red arrow above. 



This is the transcript summary display. Now lets lock in more detail at the exons. 



If you would like to see more of the introns and the flanking sequences you can use  

Configure this page. If you want to find out what the different colors 
mean click the Help button.  Finally follow the link for Supporting evidence. 



Red boxes: 

Exons in the 
Ensembl transcript 

Alignment of cDNA 

and proteins to the 
Ensembl exons. 



Let’s now look at the genomic region for this gene by clicking onto the Location tab 

Ensembl Location displays are highly configurable. You can switch on additional tracks  

displaying various features. Click Configure this page now. 



Turn on the  

Conservation 
score and 

Constrained  
elements for 

31 eutherian  

mammals. 

Add all  

variations 
to the region.  

Finally click on save and close up in the right corner! 



Conserved 

elements 

Conserved  

basepairs. 



Select the 

FASTA sequence  
format 

Click Next 

Choose Text 



Copy the header and a few lines of sequence and then follow the BLAST/BLAT 

link in the bar at the top of the page. 



Paste in your  

sequence here 

Select BLAT and  

click Run. 
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Location of your  

sequence search  
marked at  

chromosome 4. 

Click at [C] to see the corresponding location view. 



Note that you can export the image using the link at the buttom. 


